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Founded in 2007, SAMPRA is Africa’s leading Neighbouring Rights CMO. We licence recorded music in South Africa for 
broadcast on radio and public performance. We also have bilateral agreements with neighbouring rights CMOs in Asia, 
Europe, North America, and South America. These bilateral agreements allow us to protect South African sound recordings 

abroad and to receive remuneration on behalf of our members whenever their sound recordings are performed abroad. Through 
digital monitoring of recorded music by broadcasting licensees, as well as streaming playlists received from public performance 
licensees, we ensure that royalties are paid to deserving recording artists and record companies.

2021
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As a caring CMO that has its members’ best interest at heart, SAMPRA decided in 2021 to provide some cushion to 
the music industry against the devastating effects of the continued COVID-19 lockdown. The budget of the SAMPRA 
Development Fund (“the Fund”) was increased, and new products were launched. In anticipation of the partial opening of 

the industry, the Fund introduced live music as a standalone category. By the end of 2021, the Fund had approved applications, 
across all categories, to the value of R18m.

As a company that has its roots firmly embedded within the broader South African community, SAMPRA and the Fund have 
decided to play a role in reducing unemployment amongst South Africa’s youth. To this end, we have introduced an internship/
learnership program that places qualifying youths in record companies for twelve months to learn and acquire music industry 
and related skills that will empower them and also benefit the industry. Interns are expected to acquire the following skills:
• artist and repertoire
• contract negotiations
• music production
• music publishing
• sub-licensing
• sub-publishing
• promotion, marketing, public relations, and communications.

Finally, our strategy on empowering fellow African CMOs to be able to licence music users and distribute royalties to deserving 
rightsholders is on track. SAMPRA has become the leading mentor in Africa and has partnered with the IFPI, NORCODE, 
SCAPR, and WIPO to assist African CMOs. In 2022 alone, SAMPRA officials have already presented and participated in more 
than four masterclass workshops held in Uganda, Kenya, and Tanzania. 

SAMPRA has also been assisting emerging CMOs in Liberia and Lesotho. We hope that in a few years we will start seeing 
royalties flowing from other African countries from the performance of our members’ music in these territories.

Advocate Mxolisi Nene

Chairman
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The years 2020 and 2021 have been the most challenging and most difficult years in recorded history. Millions of lives were 
lost around the world, and economies were decimated.  After more than 24 months of living in fear, the world has slowly 
opened up and the economy is picking up. We trust and believe that the difficult years are behind us.

At the 2021 Annual General Meeting, we made a passionate call to our members, sister CMOs, and the public at large to support 
us in our legal battle against the SABC over the payment of neighbouring right licence fees. It is with great relief and pleasure 
to announce that the dispute has been resolved, and that we are smoking the peace pipe with the SABC. We proved to the 
SABC, as we had stated all along, that the SAMPRA repertoire on the playlists of all their radio stations was not less than 99%. 
The SABC, in turn, paid us outstanding licence fees for the 2014/15 and 2015/16 financial years. Licence fees for the remaining 
years are expected to be paid in 2022.

SABC royalties for 2014/15 and 2015/16 will be processed when the annual distribution is processed later this year. As we 
celebrate this momentous achievement, we would like to thank our members, the media, international sister CMOs, the IFPI, and 
SCAPR for the support shown and provided. 

Despite 2021 proving to be another difficult year, we:
• processed and distributed R148.7m between 1 January and 31 December 2021
• continued to tighten our belts and kept our admin at 18.78%
• played our role in keeping the industry alive by ensuring that the Fund expanded its footprint, and spent R18m on Fund 

related activities
• increased the number of international agreements from 43 to 50. 

One of our strategic objectives is the promotion of South African music abroad. It is for this reason that we have funded artists 
to stage live performances in Botswana, Canada, Lesotho, Tanzania, the United Kingdom, and the United States of America. 
This strategy appears to be yielding positive results as can be seen from the increasing amount of South African songs that are 
receiving airplay abroad.

Pfanani Lishivha

Chief Executive Officer
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SAMPRA’s Board of Directors oversees all aspects of the company’s business, including its budget and operating policies. 
The Board of Directors has 14 directors, with six copyright owner directors, six performer directors, the Independent 
Chairman of the Board, and the Chief Executive Officer. 

Members of the Board of Directors: 1 January 2021 to 31 December 2021

Independent Chairman
Dumisani Motsamai (contract expired in September 2021)
Advocate Mxolisi Nene (appointed in September 2021).

Copyright Owners’ Chamber
• Andrew Mitchley David Gresham Group
• Arthur Mafokate 999 Music 
• Charles Kuhn Next Music
• Sean Watson Sony Music
• Sipho Dlamini Universal Music Group
• Temi Adeniji Warner Music.

Performers’ Chamber
• Andrew Innes
• Brenda Mtambo
• Connell Cruise Kingsburgh
• Frederick DJ Ganyani Tshabalala
• Siphokazi Mohapi
• Tresor Riziki.

Chief Executive Officer
• Pfanani Lishivha.
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David Gresham Group

Sony Music

999 Music

Universal Music Group

Next Music

Warner Music.

DIRECTORS
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  DIRECTORS
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Certain of SAMPRA’s powers and responsibilities are delegated to the following Board committees:

The Finance and Distribution Committee (the FDC) 
The FDC is tasked with reviewing and setting SAMPRA’s revenue and costs budget, prior to ratification by the SAMPRA Board, 
as well as reviewing and approving proposed annual distribution plans.

The Remunerations Committee (REMCO)
REMCO is tasked with reviewing employee and executive remuneration. It is also responsible for reviewing Board and sub-
committee remuneration and making recommendations to the Board. Recommendations on Board and sub-committee 
remuneration are then presented to the members at the Annual General Meeting for ratification by members.

The Social Ethics and Risk Committee (the SERC)
The SERC was previously known as the Risk and Governance Committee. It was reconstituted in 2021 to include social and 
ethics issues under its mandate. The SERC is tasked with:
• assisting the Board with risk management, forming opinion on the effectiveness of the enterprise risk management and 

compliance functions;
• assisting the Board in overseeing management’s identification and evaluation of the risks, including the risk management 

framework and the policies, procedures and practices employed to manage risks, and the Company’s ethics and compliance 
programmes; and

• monitoring SAMPRA’s social and ethics activities and compliance with legislation dealing with social and ethical conduct. 

SAMPRA’s risk profile was updated throughout 2021, with the main areas of focus being:
• cyber security
• protection of personal information
• digitisation
• changes in the trading environment
• impact of the COVID-19 lockdowns. 
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SAMPRA’s eight key focus areas in 2021 were:
• grow the revenue
• conclude more reciprocal agreements and boost foreign income
• keep the cost of doing business below 20%
• maximise net distributable income
• maximise pay-out of distributions
• ensure efficient and correct distribution of royalties
• stakeholder management
• lobby for legislative reform.

Grow the Revenue
In 2021, we slowly rose from the 2020 COVID-19 lockdown ashes and grew our revenue to R193.5m, up from R164m in 2020.

Conclude More International Agreements  
We increased the number of international agreements with sister CMOs and agencies from forty-three (43) in 2020 to fifty (50) 
in 2021. 

Keep the Cost of Doing Business At Not More than 20% 
We reduced the cost-to-income ratio to 18.78%, down from 19.86% in 2020. 

Maximise Net Distributable Income
The distributable revenue for 2021 is R157.1m, up from R152.8m in 2020.

Maximise the Pay-Out of Outstanding Distributions
We processed and paid R148.7m of royalties to our members and international sister CMOs and agencies with whom we have 
concluded bilateral and unilateral agreements.

Efficient and Correct Distribution of Royalties
We successfully processed the 2020 Distribution in August 2021. 

Stakeholder Management
We successfully resolved our dispute with the SABC and, for the first time,
rightsholders are going to earn royalties for the performance
of their songs on SABC radio stations.
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Total Income

SAMPRA’s total 
income for 2021 was 

R193 523 419.

The total administration 
cost was kept at below 
20% and was 18.78%.

The amount 
available for the 2021 
distribution is R157.1m.

Cost-to-Income Ratio Distributable Amount
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SAMPRA’s membership 
grew from 38 242 in 

2020, to 46 087 in 2021. 
This figure is made up of 

6 513 registered copyright 
owners (5 540 in 2020), 
and 39 574 performers 

(32 705 in 2020).

We increased the 
number of international 

agreements, bilateral and 
unilateral agreements, 

from 43 in 2020 to 50 in 
2021.

To alleviate the negative 
effects of the lockdown on 
our members, we devoted 

more time towards 
ensuring that thousands 

of unregistered works 
that had earned were 

registered and that the 
right holders were paid.

A total of R147.8m in 
royalties was processed 

and paid to members and 
sister CMOs during the 

period under review.

Membership Stakeholder Management Distributions
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International Relations
As at 31 December 2021, SAMPRA had thirty-one (31) international representation with the following CMOs:

CMO Territory Member Type

1 ABRAMUS Brazil Performers

2 ACTRA PRS Canada Performers

3 ADAMI France Performers

4 AIE Spain Performers

5 AMANAT Kazakhstan Performers

6 ARTISTI Canada Performers

7 COSBOTS Botswana Performers

8 CPRA Japan Performers

9 FKMP South Korea Performers

10 GCA Georgia Performers

11 GDA Portugal Performers

12 GHAMRO Ghana Performers

13 GRAMEX Denmark Performers

14 GRAMM A Albania Performers

15 GVL Germany Performers

16 HUZIP Croatia Performers

17 ISRA India Performers

18 ITSRIGHT Italy Performers

19 MROC Canada Performers

20 NOUVOIMAIE Italy Performers

21 PI Serbia Performers

22 PLAYRIGHT Belgium Performers

23 PPL UK Performers & Record Companies

24 RAAP Italy Performers

25 SAMI Sweden Performers

26 SENA The Netherlands Performers

27 SOCINPRO Brazil Performers

28 STOART Poland Performers

29 UBC Brazil Performer

30 ULCCR Georgia Performers

31 VOIS Russia Performer
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SAMPRA also had nineteen (19) co-operation agreements with the following performer agencies:

Agency Territory

1 Absolute Rights Management UK

2 All Right Music France

3 BMG UK UK

4 Downtown Neighbouring Rights

5 Double Six UK

6 GMR The Netherlands

7 Good Neighbour Rights Australia

8 IPRG UK

9 Kobalt Music Netherlands Artists UK

10 Kobalt Music Rights Agency Limited UK

11 Kobalt Neighbouring Rights Limited UK

12 Lime Blue UK

13 Media IP Rights UK

14 Off Limit Italy

15 Premier Muzik Canada

16 Pro Agency GMBH Germany

17 Rightback France

18 Rightsup Germany

19 Sony Publishing UK UK
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The SAMPRA Development Fund
The SAMPRA Development Fund (“the Fund”) is the Corporate Social Investment arm of SAMPRA. Its mandate is to contribute 
meaningfully to the development and sustainability of SAMPRA members and the music industry as a whole.

The Fund’s vision is to promote the value of South African recorded music, locally and abroad, and providing SAMPRA members 
with strategic opportunities to stimulate their growth, development, sustainability, and social capital.

In 2021 review, the Fund funded the following products:
• education, training and development of artists
• live music
• music awards 
• music production
• music workshops
• travel and touring.

Education, Training, and Development 
SAMPRA has partnered with the Academy of Sound Engineering (ASE) to provide formal learning programmes to recording 
artists and record company executives whose record companies are members of SAMPRA. The Fund offers a 100% bursary to 
all students who are sponsored by the Fund. 

In 2021, the Fund sponsored two-hundred and fifty-two (252) students registered with ASE to the value of R660 000.  

The Fund also partnered with industry players to fund music workshops aimed at educating recording artists on the basic 
of copyright, neighbouring right, contract negotiations, sub-licensing agreements, sub-publishing agreements, financial 
management, and marketing. Twenty-two (22) music workshops were held throughout South Africa, and R1.2m was spent on 
these workshops. 

Live Music 
The Fund has undertaken to provide funding opportunities for live music events that are aligned with SAMPRA’s vision and 
strategic objectives. Some of the expenses that relate to the production of live events that are covered by the Fund include:
• venue hire
• sound equipment rental
• sound engineers
• artists’ fees
• project management 
• marketing and promotion.

In 2021, the Fund funded ten (10) live music events to the value of R2.1m.
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Music Awards
In 2021, the Fund sponsored the SAMAs category of SAMPRA Artist of the Year, to the value of R750 000.

Music Production 
In 2021, the Fund funded forty-nine (49) recording artists for the production of albums, singles, and EPs.

The Fund assisted recording artists with funds for the following to the value of R2.8m:
• pre-production
• studio rental
• mastering costs
• graphic design
• session fees
• pressing
• catering and accommodation during recording sessions. 

Tracklist

Executive producer: Dumisani Mlaudza

Bookings: 

Website: 
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Travel and Touring Support 
The Fund also supports musicians who have been invited or have identified opportunities to perform at international music 
festivals/shows. In 2021, nine (9) recording artists were funded, to the tune of R600 000 to perform in Botswana, Canada, 
Lesotho, Switzerland, Tanzania (Zanzibar), United Kingdom, and the United States of America. The funding for live performances 
abroad is in line with SAMPRA’s strategy of promoting South African music abroad.
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Retirement Savings Scheme for Recording Artists
The SAMPRA Artist Retirement Scheme aims to provide some cushion for qualifying recording artists when they 
reach retirement age or early retirement by providing for retirement benefits. The scheme does not require any 
contribution from members. Contributions are made monthly on behalf of qualifying performer members. Annual 
contributions per performer are proportional to the performer’s earnings in the previous year’s distribution.

In 2021, the Fund invested R8m as annual premiums on behalf of qualifying recording artists between the ages 
of 18 and 64.
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Music Piracy is an illegal act that includes the creation and/or sale of fake recordings, illegal online downloads, and illegal file
sharing. Music piracy steals someone else’s intellectual property, their bread and butter. 

SAMPRA has, since 2017, been educating the public on how music piracy robs musicians of much-needed income. The awareness 
has been happening at music shows, music workshops, gyms, and football events. In 2021, anti-piracy awareness activities took 
place in Alberton, Bushbuckridge, Thokoza, Vosloorus, and Soweto
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PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc., 32 Jones Close, Leopard Park, Mahikeng, 2735, P O Box 4618, Mmabatho, 2735

T: +27 (0) 18 386 4700, F: +27 (0) 18 386 4800, www.pwc.co.za

Chief Executive Officer: L S Machaba
The Company's principal place of business is at 4 Lisbon Lane, Waterfall City, Jukskei View, where a list of directors' names is available for inspection.
Reg. no. 1998/012055/21, VAT reg.no. 4950174682.

Independent auditor’s report
To the Members of South African Music Performance Rights Association NPC

Our opinion

In our opinion, the consolidated and separate financial statements present fairly, in all material
respects, the consolidated and separate financial position of South African Music Performance Rights
Association NPC (the Company) and its subsidiaries (together the Group) as at 31 December 2021,
and its consolidated and separate financial performance and its consolidated and separate cash flows
for the year then ended in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standard for Small
and Medium-sized Entities and the requirements of the Companies Act of South Africa.

What we have audited

South African Music Performance Rights Association NPC’s consolidated and separate financial
statements set out on pages 10 to 29 comprise:

 the consolidated and separate statements of financial position as at 31 December 2021;

 the consolidated and separate statements of comprehensive income for the year then ended;

 the consolidated and separate statements of cash flows for the year then ended; and

 the notes to the financial statements, which include a summary of significant accounting
policies.

Basis for opinion

We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (ISAs). Our
responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s responsibilities for the
audit of the consolidated and separate financial statements section of our report.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis
for our opinion.

Independence

We are independent of the Group in accordance with the Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors’
Code of Professional Conduct for Registered Auditors (IRBA Code) and other independence
requirements applicable to performing audits of financial statements in South Africa. We have fulfilled
our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with the IRBA Code and in accordance with other
ethical requirements applicable to performing audits in South Africa. The IRBA Code is consistent with
the corresponding sections of the International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants’ International
Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (including International Independence Standards).

Other information

The directors are responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the
information included in the document titled “Annual Financial Statements for the year ended 31
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December 2021”, which includes the Directors’ Report as required by the Companies Act of South
Africa. The other information does not include the consolidated or the separate financial statements
and our auditor’s report thereon.

Our opinion on the consolidated and separate financial statements does not cover the other
information and we do not express an audit opinion or any form of assurance conclusion thereon.

In connection with our audit of the consolidated and separate financial statements, our responsibility is
to read the other information identified above and, in doing so, consider whether the other information
is materially inconsistent with the consolidated and separate financial statements or our knowledge
obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be materially misstated.

If, based on the work we have performed, we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this
other information, we are required to report that fact. We have nothing to report in this regard.

Responsibilities of the directors for the consolidated and separate financial
statements

The directors are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the consolidated and
separate financial statements in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standard for
Small and Medium-sized Entities and the requirements of the Companies Act of South Africa, and for
such internal control as the directors determine is necessary to enable the preparation of consolidated
and separate financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or
error.

In preparing the consolidated and separate financial statements, the directors are responsible for
assessing the Group and the Company’s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as
applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless
the directors either intend to liquidate the Group and/or the Company or to cease operations, or have
no realistic alternative but to do so.

Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the consolidated and separate financial
statements

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated and separate
financial statements as a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error,
and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of
assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs will always detect a
material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered
material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the
economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these consolidated and separate financial
statements.

As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise professional judgement and maintain
professional scepticism throughout the audit. We also:

 Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated and separate
financial statements, whether due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures
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responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to
provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting
from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery,
intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.

 Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an
opinion on the effectiveness of the Group’s and the Company’s internal control.

 Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of
accounting estimates and related disclosures made by the directors.

 Conclude on the appropriateness of the directors’ use of the going concern basis of
accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists
related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Group’s and the
Company’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty
exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the
consolidated and separate financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to
modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date
of our auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause the Group and / or
Company to cease to continue as a going concern.

 Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the consolidated and separate
financial statements, including the disclosures, and whether the consolidated and separate
financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events in a manner that
achieves fair presentation.

 Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial information of the entities
or business activities within the group to express an opinion on the consolidated financial
statements. We are responsible for the direction, supervision and performance of the group
audit. We remain solely responsible for our audit opinion.

We communicate with the directors regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of
the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we
identify during our audit.

PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc.
Director: AJC Dale
Registered Auditor
Mahikeng, South Africa
9 June 2022
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Chief Revenue and 
Legal Officer

Chief Marketing Officer

Chief Financial OfficerChief Technology Officer Chief Human Resources Officer

Chief Customer Officer

Chief Executive Officer
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Nomfundo Moh (SA)
Umthwalo

The Weeknd
Save Your Tears

Si lk Sonic
Leave The Door Open

Justin Bieber Feat .  Daniel 
Caesar & Giveon

Peaches
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Zakes Bantwini  & Kasango 
(SA)

Osama

Cassper Nyovest Feat . 
Abidoza & Boohle (SA)

Siyathandana

Sam Smith
Diamonds

Justin Bieber
Anyone
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Shekhinah (SA)
Questions

Blaq Diamond (SA)
Summer Yo Muthi

Doja Cat Feat .  SZA
Kiss Me More

Elton John & Dua Lipa
Cold Heart (PNAU Remix)
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Mi Casa (SA)
Mamela

Maroon 5 & Megan Thee 
Stal l ion

Beautiful Mistakes

Ariana Grande
Positions

Fat Joe,  DJ Khaled & 
Amorphous

Sunshine (The Light)
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Ed Sheeran
Bad Habits

Imagine Dragons
Follow You

Black Coffee Feat .  Celeste 
(SA)

Ready For You

Adele Easy
On Me
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Miley Cyrus
Midnight Sky

BTS
Dynamite

Wizkid Feat .  Tems
Essence

Black Coffee & David Guetta 
Feat .  Del i lah Montagu (SA)

Drive
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Phi l  Soda & GoodLuck (SA)
Freak Like Me

The Weeknd
Blinding Lights

Shekhinah Feat .  Bey T (SA)
Fixate

Kel ly Khumalo (SA)
Empini
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Ava Max
My Head & My Heart

Tietso
The Business

Azana (SA)
Your Love

De Mthuda Feat .  Sir  Tr i l l  & Da 
Muziqal  Chef (SA)

John Wick
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Nasty C & Ari  Lennox (SA)
Black & White

Olivia Rodrigo
Drivers License

The Weeknd
Take My Breath

Meduza Feat .  Dermot Kennedy 
Paradise
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Pink & Wil low Sage Hart
Cover Me In Sunshine

Miguel
Adorn

Ed Sheeran
Afterglow

The Kid LAROI & Just in Bieber 
Stay
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Dua Lipa Feat .  DaBaby 
Levitating

Busta 929 & Mpura Feat .  Mr 
JazziQ,  Lady Du & Reece 

Madl isa (SA)
Umsebenzi Wethu

Jeremy Loops (SA)
’Ti l  I  Found You

Post Malone
Circles
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Si lk Sonic
Skate

DBN Gogo, Blaqnick & 
MasterBlaq Feat .  Mpura,  Ama 

Avenger & M.J (SA)
Khuza Gogo

24kGoldn Feat .  Iann Dior
Mood

Jason Derulo
Take You Dancing
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DJ Maphorisa & Tyler ICU Feat . 
Mpura,  Dal iwonga & Visca (SA) 

Izolo

Big Zulu Feat .  Riky Rick & 
Intaba Yase Dubai (SA)

Mali Eningi
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